FEEDBACK #119
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

M2370756

Pamela or Nick <takenotepaeroa@xtra.co.nz>
Friday, April 27, 2018 10:35 AM
info
Submission to District Plan

I think that the Hauraki District Council should "SHOP LOCAL" wherever possible. The Council should lead by
example and support local ratepayers who are in turn paying rates to support the local Council.
In my experience the Hauraki District Council does not support local businesses, does not buy locally and requests
local quotes they have no intention of seriously considering.
Hauraki District Council should put out a local request, "Can you supply XX at $$ by xx/xx/xx?" giving local business
the opportunity to respond. If these requests were not unreasonable, I believe that local business would respond
positively. If you knew that the local council was supporting you then you would most likely get in extra stock so
that the time in supplying would be comparable with online purchasing.
Margins may not be great but they would result in more turnover. The Council is not paying more than they were
going to pay for said items. If the Council is able to obtain items for less than the cost to the local retailer, the retailer
can say they are unable to supply at that price, by return, and allow the Council to buy elsewhere at the better
price:‐ I do think this would be infrequent.
Online purchasing is not supporting the local economy and in many instances it is supporting Australian owned
businesses more than it is supporting New Zealand owned businesses.
Yours faithfully
Pamela Aranyos
‐‐
Take Note Paeroa 46 Belmont Road, Paeroa 3600 Phone 07 862 7213, Fax 07 862 8002
DISCLAIMER: This e‐mail message and accompanying data may contain information that is confidential and subject
to privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or
copying of this message or data is prohibited. If you have received this e‐mail in error please notify the sender.
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120 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Re GO Waihi funding: This organisation does a great job at promoting what is happening in Waihi. It brings
businesses and local organisations together, enhances the 'branding' of the town as 'Waihi New Zealand's Heart of
Gold' and organises interesting events for both locals and visitors. It is a worthy recipient of council funding- long may
it continue.
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121 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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123 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I'd like to say that I give 'GO WAIHI' my support. They do a great deal in supporting many local events and the local
business community.
I would be very disappointed if funds were cut in this area.
Ps It wasn't easy to find the appropriate place to put in my submission
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124 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I am totally against Council's plan to cut funding to Go Waihi .
As the Sport N Action Development Officer in Waihi I work alongside Brian from Go Waihi a lot and find him fantastic
to deal with , always helpful , organized and 100% behind promoting Waihi as a go ahead , vibrant town. Go Waihi is a
huge contributor in our community .
What will happen to Go Waihi Events : The Beach Hop , Gold Fest , Echo Walking Festival , school holiday program
promotion , town markets , BA5 , etc if the funding for the job is significantly cut ?
Pauline Davies
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125 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 3 Increase investment even more
Comments: The roads in the area in a poor state. Investment is required. This could offset accidents in the area
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: Currently I don't see a problem with the main street of Ngatea when I travel through
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: I support the walkway only if it is not funded through rates
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Just because a property is worth more does not mean that person should have to shoulder more of the
rates burden. Rate should be an equal plit
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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FEEDBACK #127
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128 Harriet Curtis - Clarks Pharmacy (owner of building)
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I am against the proposed reduction in funding for Go Waihi. This organisation does a fantastic job promoting
community events and drawing the township together. It is a great asset to our town and needs the small amount of
support it gets to continue its good work. Ratepayers will not notice the difference if you were to save money by
reducing your support, but the whole township would feel a gaping hole in their sense of belonging if Go Waihi were
to fold through lack of funding.
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129 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I have, for some time, felt that the organisational structure of Go Waihi, along with it's sister organisations in our
other towns, has ceased to be an efficient and effective use of ratepayers money. Whilst the events hosted are well
run and successful, there have been no new initiatives shown for some years. Each new coordinator has brought one
or two fresh ideas to the position, but my feeling is that it is a job which should have a set number of years per
coordinator, in order to keep fresh thoughts and passion going.
More than this, my feeling is that with the development of the Rail Trail our tourism and visitor focus is now
somewhat insular. Our marketing should be about attracting visitors to the district, rather than each town fighting
for the tourist dollar. Whilst larger structures of organisation can have their own problems, I suggest that a move is
now made away from the individual promotional organisations of each town within the district, towards a district
wide initiative, with funding for events being under the guidance of the council. This would allow for a shared
coordinator to promote the district, enabling events to be spaced and devised such that the towns are working
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together to attract the maximum visitor numbers and, more importantly for the businesses and the region generally,
the maximum tourist revenue.
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130 Kathryn Jury - Age Concern Thames
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
RE: Request for funding support for Age Concern Thames
Dear Hauraki District Council,
On behalf of Age Concern Thames I would like to thank the Hauraki District Council for supporting older people in our
District in the past to the tune of $5,000 per annum. It is heart-warming to see the Hauraki District Council actively
participating in the promotion of positive aging in our District. We thank you for the valued partnership formed with
Age Concern Thames and look forward to continuing this partnership into the next 3 year period. It is refreshing that
you acknowledge that many of your ratepayers are within the age cohort we work with, being over 65 years old and
as well as recognizing their contribution to our communities you factor into your long term plans the specific needs of
this age group.
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Age Concern Thames (ACT) provides valuable service to both the Thames Coromandel and Hauraki communities and
has experienced an 87.5% growth in clients using our accredited visitor service in these areas since 2012. As of 1 April
2018 Hauraki District totals were:
Ngatea Paeroa Waihi
Clients receiving a weekly visitor

8

16

Volunteer visitors

10

5

7

7

Enrolled and active participants in Steady As You Go Falls Prevention classes. Held weekly

16

18

32

Age Concern Thames continues to grow and provide various services to the elders in our community. Services that
include but are not limited to falls prevention classes, chinwag cafÃ©, general information requests, advocacy
support and elder abuse response. We provide a drop in service in our Thames office for 5 days a week, and have had
a Ngatea Fieldworker based in the Hauraki Plains Medical Centre 2 days a week for more than 12 months now. We
are also on the end of the phone for any elder who cannot make it into either Ngatea or Thames. We produce a
quarterly newsletter for our members and the community which includes tips, stories and information. The entire
production of the newsletter supports local advertising.
Testimonials from Steady As You Go falls prevention class participants:
â€¢
â€œIt changes your brain! I am more aware I am putting my feet. I have not had a fall since I began the
class.â€
â€¢

â€œI am happy to come to class to prevent a fallâ€

â€¢

â€œI was very weak after being in hospital over nine months. Class is definitely helping.â€

â€¢

â€˜I am more stable when walking. Not veering off course and banging into walls.â€

â€¢

â€œMy vertigo is under control and my balance improved. Feel ever so much better.â€

We do not receive funding from the Age Concern national office, so we rely on the likes of COGS, Lotteries and local
Councils to supplement our operations. In light of the substantial and ongoing growth of resident elders in our
communities of Thames Coromandel and Hauraki Area, we know that Age Concern Thames has an important role in
our community into the future. Statistics New Zealand indicate that our local population has a 30% makeup of those
over 65 years old. We are the second â€˜oldestâ€™ regions in New Zealand.
We believe we provide a significant contribution towards the Hauraki District Councilâ€™s Positive Ageing Strategy
and see ourselves as a ready conduit to partner with Council for things such as consultation and intel for various
strategic directions Council is pursuing. We have ready access to older people and through our quarterly newsletter
we would be very happy to promote positive news and opportunities for our older population that Council wishes to
flag.
Our hope is that Council will continue to financially support the work of Age Concern.
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FEEDBACK #131
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M2368512

FEEDBACK #132
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FEEDBACK #134

M2370863
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FEEDBACK #136

M2370436
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FEEDBACK #137
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

M2370454

Dave and Jane Utting <dandjutting@slingshot.co.nz>
Thursday, April 26, 2018 11:35 AM
info
Anne Marie Spicer
"We need to speak"

Hi
I have a problem with your "What your rates will fund" breakdown on page
1 of the above named publication.
You state here that "every dollar of the average rates bill is spent on", and then go to point out in your diagram that
'Water Supply is 22 cents". While I acknowledge that around 22% of HDC budget does cover Water Supply, it is also
shown that 22% of HDC income comes from Water Targeted rates, so those ratepayers that use water from HDC
supplies, also pay for it through targeted rates. Therefore, the average rate bill does not include 22% Water rates,
which then distorts all your other calculations, as we are not looking at every $1.00 of our rates bill, but only $0.78,
so then all those other figures have to be increased by a factor of 1.28, or else you have 22% of you rate income
unaccounted for. This becomes even more obvious in those areas where HDC don't supply water at all, so there is no
way that water supply makes up any part of our rates.
Water Supply appears to be one of the few areas of HDC that runs in credit balance, so growth in this area should be
encouraged.
Looking forward to receiving your comments on my thoughts.
Have a nice day
Dave Utting, Whiritoa

‐‐‐
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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FEEDBACK #138
Submission to Draft Long Term Plan 2018-2028 – Hauraki District Council
Name: Toimata Foundation

M2370888

Contact person: Kristen Price, Operations Manager

Postal Address: PO Box 4445, Hamilton, 3247 Physical Address: Lockwood House, 293 Grey Street, Hamilton
Phone: 07 959 7321

Email: kristen.price@toimata.org.nz We DO NOT wish to speak to this submission

Toimata Foundation (a charitable trust) is the national support organisation for Enviroschools and
Te Aho Tū Roa.

This submission covers the following points:
1. What is Enviroschools?
•

Enviroschools is a holistic framework that supports the development of
resilient, connected and sustainable communities.

•

Enviroschools operates nationwide as a collaboration between school
communities, Toimata Foundation, Local Government and Central
Government with additional community partners.

•

It is specifically designed to meet multiple Local Government outcomes and
is supported by over 80% of all councils in NZ.

•

Enviroschools is proven. It has a 20-year track record and is backed by a 5year research and evaluation programme.

•

It operates at a significant scale. Nationally over 1,100 early childhood education (ECE)
centres, primary, intermediate and secondary schools are part of the Enviroschools network –
this is a third of all schools and 6% of the large ECE sector.

2. Ngā mihi – Hauraki District Council HDC has been an Enviroschools partner since 2007
•

We thank HDC for supporting your community to participate in Enviroschools over many years.

•

This submission requests that HDC maintains its valuable supporting role in Enviroschools.

•

Currently 10 of the 23 schools (43%) in your district are part of Enviroschools. There are also
two kindergartens that are part of the programme – making a total of 12 Enviroschools in
Hauraki.

•

Due to increasing community demand for Enviroschools, this submission requests that HDC
work with Waikato Regional Council (as the coordinating agency for Enviroschools) to invest in
the further growth and development of the Hauraki District Enviroschools network.

3. The Enviroschools implementation model provides value for council partners
•

Creating sustainable, resilient communities involves bringing together many different skills,
perspectives and resources. It requires organisations to work together.

•

The implementation approach and collaborative funding model of Enviroschools provides
significant value.

•

Councils provide cornerstone investment in regional implementation that equates to 20-25%
of the total annual investment in Enviroschools, with the balance being funded by other
contributors.

Appended: Key Results from the 2017 Enviroschools Census - overview for partners
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1. What is Enviroschools? A proven programme specifically designed to meet
multiple Local Government outcomes
Enviroschools is a holistic framework that supports the development of resilient, connected and
sustainable communities. Through Enviroschools children and young people plan, design and
implement a wide range of sustainability projects in collaboration with their communities.
The Enviroschools Programme was first developed by councils and community in the Waikato region.
It is specifically designed as a programme that empowers children, young people and their
communities to take action that addresses a wide range of the key outcomes that councils are also
seeing for their communities.
Nationwide, 81% of councils are currently part of the Enviroschools network. This is made up of:
- 94% of Regional Councils and Unitary Authorities
- 77% of Territorial Authorities
Toimata Foundation has undertaken a 5-year research and evaluation programme with external
evaluators Kinnect Group. This has involved two national censuses (2014 & 2017), return on
investment analysis and a comprehensive evaluation drawing on multiple sources. Highlights from the
research:
•

Participating schools and centres are highly engaged in a wide range of environmental actions
and sustainability practices.

•

Evaluators found that Enviroschools is “a very high-performing programme”1 that provides a
broad range of outcomes covering environmental, social, cultural, education and economic
aspects.

•

11% Return on Investment. While only a small number of the outcomes can be monetised, so
results are conservative, expert analysis showed a ROI of 11% per annum.

2. Recognising your support for the Enviroschools Programme – Ngā mihi nui
We would like to acknowledge Hauraki District Council (HDC) for supporting young people in your
district to be part of the Enviroschools network since 2007. Thanks to this long-term support there is
now a network of 12 Enviroschools in your district that are part of a larger network of 173 in the
Waikato region.
The regional Enviroschools network is also supported by Waikato Regional Council in partnership with
Hamilton City Council; the South Waikato, Waipa, Thames-Coromandel, Matamata-Piako, Taupō,
Otorohanga, Waitomo, and Waikato District Councils; Waikato Kindergarten Association, Central Kids
Kindergartens and New Shoots.
Currently 43% of your schools are part of the local Enviroschools network.
Due to increasing community demand for Enviroschools, this submission requests that HDC work with
Waikato Regional Council (as the coordinating agency for Enviroschools) to invest in the further growth
and development of the Hauraki District Enviroschools network.

1

Page 4, The Enviroschools Programme: Evaluation Report, Kinnect Group, 2015
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3. The Enviroschools implementation model provides value for council partners
Creating sustainable, resilient communities involves bringing together many different skills, perspectives
and resources. The complex environmental, social, cultural and economic challenges facing us today call for
a holistic response from a range of different people and organisations working together. Key aspects of
the Enviroschools model are:
•

A focus on connecting with, and working, with the wider community. This results in a substantial
level of support from businesses, community organisations and individuals providing donated goods,
volunteer time, advice and expertise to the Enviroschools network.

•

Commitment from schools and centres investing their own resources including staff time, project
costs and capital investments. This resourcing comes principally via Ministry of Education funding.
• Role of the Enviroschools Facilitator – unlike many programmes in schools that deliver key messages
to children in a classroom setting, Enviroschools Facilitators work principally with adults – teachers,
caretakers, school management, community members etc. – supporting them to develop their
knowledge of sustainability and integrate it into how they undertake their roles.
• Collaborative approach to regional implementation with Enviroschools Regional Coordinators and
Facilitators are funded by/employed by over 90 organisations - Local Government/Councils,
Kindergarten Associations and other community agencies.
• Toimata has solid support from Central Government through Ministry for the Environment for our
work as a national hub – providing a wide range of support and ongoing programme development.
The graphic below shows the organisational model and the percentage investment provided by different
groups for the different aspects of Enviroschools. The percentages are from analysis undertaken in
2014/15 and based on a total annual investment in the programme of $10.4 million. 2

2

Model information and monetary values are from The Enviroschools Programme – Return on Investment Scenario
Analysis, Kinnect Group, 2015
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In 2017 Toimata Foundation, the national support organisation for the Enviroschools Programme,
undertook a nationwide census of the Enviroschools network. This was the second nationwide
census, the first was in 2014. In both census projects, Toimata has worked with external
evaluators and engaged a specialist advisory panel to ensure a highly robust process. Both
census had high response rates and have provided a wealth of valuable information for reporting
purposes and for ongoing programme development.
We have produced this initial results overview of the 2017 Census to share with our partners in
Central and Local Government. Further reporting will be undertaken in the coming months.

There is significant nationwide reach through a large number of active participants and a
focus on collaboration with the community
•

1,100 + Enviroschools - schools and early childhood education (ECE) centres, representing
34% of schools and 6% of the large ECE sector.

•

Actively participating are 153,000 children & young people, supported by 15,700 school
and centre staff - teachers, caretakers, administration staff, principals, boards of trustees.

•

Reach is growing – around 50% more children & young people and over 1.5 times
the number of adults actively participating compared to 2014.

•

Strong commitment – high response rate to a comprehensive questionnaire

•

88% are connecting with other organisations in their community - councils,
restoration groups, Iwi, landowners, businesses etc.

•

Data shows Enviroschools has a substantial positive influence on the degree of
interaction with families/whānau and the wider community.

There is a wide range of action for sustainability - environmental, social, cultural &
economic
All Enviroschools are engaging in a range
of sustainability action areas …
…and participating in multiple ways
within each action area.

* Percentages are the total % of participants
who are taking one or more actions in the area
© Toimata Foundation, 2018
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Enviroschools is positively influencing a wide range of sustainability outcomes
The Census asked to what degree participants thought Enviroschools positively influenced 40
different outcomes associated with creating a sustainable world.
In addition to the positive influence on the sustainability of the physical environment, there was
also evidence of a positive influence on a wide range of other outcomes. Examples include:

Children and
young people
initiating and
taking action on
sustainability
issues that are
important to them
- 74%

Motivation to
learn - 84%
Teachers
collaborating 77%

Ethics being a
key part of
people’s
decisions and
actions - 79%

Respecting differing
beliefs – 80%
Correct te reo Māori
pronunciation – 80%

Integration of
sustainability into
their strategic
and operational
planning - 71%

Healthy eating
and physical
activity - 79%

* Percentages are the total % of participants who rated the influence as ‘moderate’, ‘considerable’ or ‘high’
(ratings 3, 4 & 5 on a 5-point scale)

Key aspects of programme design are valued by participants and contribute to
effectiveness
The Enviroschools Programme was intentionally designed to be a longterm journey supported by a collaborative network.
The 2017 Census showed the value participants place on key aspects
of the programme’s design and the relationship of programme design
to the effectiveness of the programme. The aspects of programme
design strongly reinforced by the census data include:
•

Student-led action

•

Support from an Enviroschools Facilitator

•

Long-term nature of an Enviroschools journey

•

Integration of Māori Perspectives

•

Focus on community involvement

•

Emphasis on participants networking with each other

•

Links made to global issues

•

The Enviroschools visioning process

We need to prepare students for their future sustainability is a no brainer, Enviroschools is the only
comprehensive programme to address that.
Teacher 2017 Census
© Toimata Foundation, 2018
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M2370021
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M2370219

FEEDBACK #141
2018 Long Term Plan – Waihi ward focus group feedback
16 April 2018, Waihi hall

Ngatea main street





The group questioned why Ngatea main street needed to be funded at all, as a plantation of
pines was meant to be harvested to pay for it.
The mayor had not heard about this.
Regardless such funds would go into a district property account.
Discussion digressed to replanting following harvesting of pines, and the contamination of
pines.

Heavy vehicle bypass – Waihi







Kenny street, Waihi as proposed bypass site.
There was previously a petition
Grey Power are currently discussing this matter with NZTA
The issues are that the main street is too narrow for large trucks, causing a danger.
Improvements to State Highway and Rosemont Road intersection are also needed. This has
been exacerbated by the location of the new library.
Perhaps it would be better to incentivise trucks to use the bypass only during the day, due
to the noise caused which wouldn’t be suitable during the night.

The Environment










The group discussed the need to reduce the amount of plastic bags used
Questioned whether council had any obligations in this space.
Could we look at biodegradable plastic bags for our refuse collection.
Could council consider the use of electric cars.
Suggested introduction of green waste wheelie bins.
The group felt that perhaps we need to increase our solid waste fees (rates) so that we can
take waste reduction more seriously.
We need to increase waste reduction education.
Could council supply every school in the district with a worm farm.
Could council consider reducing the size of the yellow rubbish bags to encourage waste
reduction.

Berm mowing



The ability of elderly to mow their berms was discussed and elderly should be encouraged
to speak with WINZ for assistance with this cost.
Consols Street deep drain/ditch needs work for safety reasons. Max to look at this. Service
request required.

Land Transport
 There is an increased number of people crossing the State Highway in the 70km area
outside Mitre 10 especially since the opening of the underground market. The group
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requested that the 70km area be moved to out past Martin Road. Or a refuge island be
installed. The environment also needs to be amended to help reduce speed.
Mens Shed


Grey Power would like to open a mens shed, however have no shed available to do so.
Sought assistance from the group.
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FEEDBACK #142
Ngatea Long Term Plan community meeting
Ngatea War Memorial Hall – Wednesday 18 April
Present – The Mayor, Don Swales, Jill Leonard, Ross Harris, Phillip Buckthought, EJ Wentzel, Gene
Thompson, Steve De laborde, Steve Fabish, Charan Mischewski.
27 community members
Meeting opened 3pm. Closed 2.40pm.
Mayor’s introduction – The Mayor talked about the rising cost of infrastructure. A year ago the
Council was looking at a lot higher rate rise than proposed in CD (11 – 12 per cent). Very challenging
to reduce this. A lot of cost being driven by government policy – consents, wastewater treatment
compliance – to also service growth in population and dwellings. Everything was previously planned
based on no growth. Nearly going to be a ‘provincial’ council as will reach 20,000 people soon.
6% increase in water rates. Extra cost of chemical/running costs. Then will decrease to 2%.
What is the wish list for the District v Plains Ward?
Ngatea library. Libraries are district funded. Residents have been contributing to cost of upgrading
Paeroa and Waihi libraries. Council will ring fence how much will be spent on project so does not go
over budget.
Trying to get feedback from younger people this time around.
Public/Elected member and staff comments.
Public comment

Elected Member and staff comments

Why is the alternative site not identified for
the Ngatea library? Will College Board have a
say on the use of the library by the public?
Could the College change the rules of public
being able to access the library? Why not use
the depreciation fund of HDC building to
retrofit it.

Mayor’s comments – We will not commit to a joint plan unless
we know it is the best value for money.

Nothing wrong with the current location of
the library. Where will the new parking be for
new site?

Ross ‐ Parking will be behind the proposed library. 10 – 12 parks.

Probus do not agree with changing the
library. Why not just retrofit the current
library?

Mayor ‐ Put in a submission. Libraries are more than just
libraries, they are hubs, gathering spaces. Please wait until we
have designs until you decide it is a bad idea.

Ross – We will ensure ratepayer money is secured in the facility.
Mayor – I think the Ward needs a better service.

Mayor ‐ Research worldwide shows that main street upgrades
create more investment by people stopping and lingering for a
while.
What is happening with Dudding Reserve?

Jill – Lions came on board to do ground work and college kids did
a plan. But huge power cables through the middle of it so limits
placement of gazebo – needed a new plan. $20,000 fund being
used so no extra charge to ratepayers – gazebo being built at
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Public comment

Elected Member and staff comments
the moment. Also takes time to coordinate volunteer labour.
Project not far away – completed by the time I retire.

We need more information on the library
proposal.

Jill ‐ Trust bought Harris building/section as ideal opportunity for
College to use it in future and the community. Trust has owned it
for ten years. College would like shared space which has a library
in it. Education Ministry will not buy any more land for HPC. Must
be innovative about how use space. This option frees up current
College library space. Akoroa and Chch have shared
community/school spaces and facilities that are fabulous. Shared
space for evening classes. Haurakian Trust is governing body of
this process. Past pupil has designed a beautiful building, including
service centre. Project group could come and present to people.
HDC service centre is on reserve land. Could be used as another
community facility.

Need to know what will be done with current
library if it is retrofitted – what is option two?

Steve F ‐ Option two would double size of library. Revamp
service centre. Extra staff member.

Elderly people have concern about access to
the proposed library.
Manager Work and Income – youth can be
reengaged with new libraries. Connect young
people to their communities. Kids will spend
time and look at books in a different way
because the environment is nice, accessible.
Also need to be built for disabled people and
kids.

Mayor – NZTA has already raised issues about parking around
the rear.

Mayor ‐ Ongoing issue with affordability of rates. Some people
having to sell their homes. HDC has in past had very flat form of
rating – UAGC. Historically had very low level of CV charging v
UAGC. 57% fixed, which is high compared to other councils.
Council proposing to shift 5% from a fixed charge to a capital
portion. Introducing it over 3 years. Re‐evaluation next year
residential property values have gone up. Farms unlikely to go up
as much as last time.
What is proposed in the main street upgrade?
Can we have more pedestrian crossings?

Jill – A lot of pressure from PPP about state of the main street.
Employed consultant to meet with groups. Consultants came
back with $6 million project but Council thought not viable. $1.5
million ‐ narrow main street visually to calm traffic, planting,
lightings, street furniture. NZTA has said could change speed to
40 km/hr. Cannot have more crossings.
Mayor – is a SH so restricts project scope.
Ross‐ Will not actually narrow carriage way but will visually
narrow it – calming measures. What are we going to leave
behind as a legacy for our grandchildren?

What is debt level at present? Can council
show debt as a separate item?

Mayor ‐ Approximately 40 million. Research shown that councils
do not have large debt compared to private business. Need debt
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Public comment

Elected Member and staff comments
for intergenerational equity to pay for long life assets. Borrow
with 3 – 4% interest rate.

Can HDC send the CD to everyone? What
about every organisation on the database?

Mayor – We cannot send the CD to everyone. The cost would be
prohibitive.
Jill – Cannot afford to spoon feed everyone in the community.
Letters told you where to get the CDs.
Mayor – We can send CDs next time to organisations in
database.

Concerns about this meeting being invitation
only. Community only found out about this
meeting by the community groups being
invited. Why was it not open for everyone?

Meeting Saturday at 4 square. Meeting
outside of 4 square is a really stupid place for
a meeting, Noisy and dangerous.
Manager of WINZ commended plan – for
layout and social content focus. Easiest to
read she has seen.
Can we have a lift into swimming pool?

Mayor – It can be. You don’t have to leave.
Jill – preferred two hour drop‐ins so no big personalities would
take over the meeting. Drop‐in session weather was not great
but cannot do much about that.
Mayor – That is not a fair comment. We would not hold a
meeting in a location if it was dangerous.

Jill – Ramp will cost $130,000. Council thought the cost was
prohibitive.
Steve F – Ramp favoured over swing chairs. Council cannot get
funding, must use rate money.
Mayor – Could work with Lions or other groups to fundraise.

NZMCA member – we need a dump station at
Kaiaua.
Feedback given that councillors are very
approachable and commend the work they
do. (Round of applause)
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FEEDBACK #143

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community event ‐ Kerepehi


















Paeroa / Kerepehi intersection needs to be tidied up, by the industrial subdivision, as it is
uninviting.
McGowan Ave a priority for roading upgrade, before others.
Numerous drains in Kerepehi need to be covered as they are unsafe for children
Pedestrian crossing / school sign from the west coming into town is not visible, and
children’s safety is of concern. No school sign present.
Pedestrian crossing or care crossing requested for McGowan Ave.
Kerepehi town road entrance flax area needs tidying up.
Would like to see council provide funding for a facilitator of Enviroschools.
Blackberry is not a noxious weed anymore and would like this relisted as a noxious weed.
Enquiry about residential subdivision on Tiritiri block, is this still to occur?
Kerepehi main road, next to dairy – building is blocking sunlight of neighbour and has
questioned why they were not asked permission to block sunlight.
Requested that privet put back on the noxious weeds list.
Requested that council rubbish bags be biodegradable.
McGowan Ave – path to the Kohanga, affects the drainage of water in this area. Water
coming off the road comes off the footpath and into the changing sheds.
Requested kerb and channelling up Kaikahu Road.
User pays – why is everybody paying for dog control. Council is double dipping.
Chen Report – this indicates that rates shouldn’t be higher than 5% of income. Rates
shouldn’t be related to assets, but based on net income.
Queried when Kerepehi dairy closed, they donated $100,000 to council – where did this go?
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144 Marie Hotham ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Prefer a focus on the main travelled roads, i.e Bush Road, Pipiroa Road, Hauraki Road.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: I really like the idea of a combined space, if done well it would be a huge benefit to the community. It
would preferably have a range of spaces that can be multi-purpose, ie large sliding doors to make spaces larger or
smaller, set up for multimedia, kitchen space, and a library that also has digital options.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: I'm pretty passionate about this. Ngatea doesn't have an identity, and it needs one. Paeroa is the antique
town, and has am excellent committee to propmte the town, ie Battle of the Street, Highland games etc. Waihi is
Gold town, and the main street is aw
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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FEEDBACK #145
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FEEDBACK #146

My only 2 related submissions are - Please can HDC prioritise, seek funding for and execute serious modifications to its waste
water treatment plants to significantly reduce nutrient and E-coli inputs into the Ohinemuri,
that thousansds utilise for recreation and water
- Please can HDC prioritise, seek funding for and significantly improve Waihi and Paeroa
sewage and stormwater systems (the underground pipe networks) to reduce and if possible
remove the number of incidences when black water and raw sewage spill into streets, house
and business sections, and of course overflow out of the sewage treatment ponds into the
Ohinemuri River when we experience heavy rainfall events.
Some councils are making great progress in this area, it is a nationally recognised issue and I
believe there is Govt. support

1
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147 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
DO NOT reduce any funding for the GO WAIHI Organisation.
The GO WAIHI Organisation makes a positive difference organising local events that makes our town special, these
local events promote Waihi Town as a great place to visit, live, work and shop in. We must look to keep all our local
events happening and growing as I believe it part of our future growth of our little town.
It is very short sighted by the Council to reduce funding for GO WAIHI.
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149 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: By reducing speed on main highway thru paeroa rhis will reduce need for improvements as speed erodes
roads quicker.
Reduce speed on main road
Put chicanes at start and fijish of paeroa that have an Land P bottle in them saying welcome to paeroa and goodbye
thanks for redcuing iour speed.
Reduce speed ro 50 km from before start of paeroa because trucks and cars are going way over 50 kms and dont slow
down for paeroa local traffic turning into side roads.
It is seropusly dangerous the speed that traffic goes thru paeroa so chicanes are needed to slow it down.
Chicanes will make people stop in town amd help business.

ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Turn racecourse into a botanical garden and cafe
BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Put in a toll to fund projects for a certain period.
Make most of being a through town.
Charge for lp bottle photos
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
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GENERAL COMMENTS
By reducing speed on main highway thru paeroa rhis will reduce need for improvements as speed erodes roads
quicker.
Reduce speed on main road
Put chicanes at start and fijish of paeroa that have an Land P bottle in them saying welcome to paeroa and goodbye
thanks for redcuing iour speed.
Reduce speed ro 50 km from before start of paeroa because trucks and cars are going way over 50 kms and dont slow
down for paeroa local traffic turning into side roads.
It is seropusly dangerous the speed that traffic goes thru paeroa so chicanes are needed to slow it down.
The noise is really bad at start of paeroa of the highway with trucks braking or going so fast hitting the rd bumps at
speed.
Chicanes will make people stop in town amd help business.
Bridge across rd at karamgahake cafe as is seriously dangerous.
Clean footpaths as very dirty.
More trees planted along riverbank
Stop using roundup on ruberbanl and rd sides. It looks terrible and worse than weeds and is very toxic and dangerous
to wildlife
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FEEDBACK #150

Paeroa ward focus group
Date: 17/04/18
Time: 1pm
Location: Council Chambers
Present: Mayor, Steve Fabish (Community Services Group Manager), Paul Milner (Councillor),
Carole Daley (Councillor), various community members including John Bubb (Waikato HC Rural
Support Trust), Charlie Beach, Jo Tilsley (Positive Paeroa), Paeroa College representative, Grey
Power, Lions and Rotary representatives.
1.

Welcome from the Mayor.
a. Explanation of consultation and the long term plan – three‐year focus, but spans 10 years.
Already cut as much as we can from the budgets, scrutinised spending. Other councils have
kept rates lower and the rises are coming back to bite them.
b. For the last 10‐20 years now we have been getting the word that Hauraki District was low
growth, the reality is different. Because of this we had no allowed for increased capacity
because of growth.
c. Water quality improvements from the government, impact on us financially.
d. Explanation of revenue and financing policy and the process of the splits. Keeping rates
affordable issue explanation (UAC to CV).
e. 6.5% non‐water increase, water rates up 6% in 2018/19.
f. Roading maintenance and cut back, being a bigger increase.

Activity/project
Wharf Street
improvements

Discussion
Does the Wharf come into this? Grey
Power believes that this could be
deferred.
Noted increased tourism due to Rail
Trail usage.
Are you going to lose parking here in
this development? Concern over
design – can we ensure there is
ample parking? There isn’t much
parking in the main street.
Rotary supports development and
support this as a town square.
Willing to contribute by taking on
projects.

Main street parking

Businesses are using the main area
parking spaces for their own parking
rather than leaving it available for
users. Positive Paeroa has had two
phone calls this week regarding
other business owners parking in
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Council comment
The Historical Maritime Park
has been granted money for
the wharf on Wharf Street,
and to kickstart the project
and allow them to apply for
funding.

M2370287

front of their business leaving no
space for customers. Can we have
parking restrictions? Parking
restrictions would mean parking
wardens (more money).
Roundabout at Criterion
Bridge

Event centre

NZTA working on this.
Alternative would be traffic
lights.
Request from Paeroa College rep ‐
Could we have an event centre or
something in Paeroa – multi use
activities (such as the Te Aroha
centre). Where is the multi‐use
facility in Paeroa?
Could something be done using the
Paeroa College gym (extending it)
and having a community project for
this?

Ngatea rates

A couple of years ago rural
properties went up in rates (farming
sector) due to the valuations and
now they are going up again.

Berm mowing

Why doesn’t the Council cut the
grass, they own it.
Why are the sports fields cut 2 or 3
times a week?

Sport Waikato would not
endorse another one in the
area (funding applications
wouldn’t be supported
without their support).
If community members drive
an improvement to the
Paeroa college gym as a multi
use facility the Council could
contribute.
Note that this will swing the
other way when the next
valuation round as residential
property values have
significantly increased.
Discussion around the fact
that it can be mowed if the
community wants to pay –
will be very expensive and will
cost the ratepayer, or you can
do it yourself or organise your
own mowing which will also
cost you.
Steve Fabish will look into the
sports field issue when
provided more information
on specifics.

General LTP
communications

It was noted that the Facebook
posts have got attention and have
been good for engagement. Positive
comments about ‘We need to talk’
document and ease of reading.

Service requests

Can we do posts on Facebook ‘If you
see it, tell us!’ so that younger
people can take some responsibility.
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Also an app for service requests
would be good.
Town promoters

Is it being reduced by $59,000 each
or total?
No coordinator in Te Aroha, and
notice this is disjointed. Believes
that the town promotion service is
great in the Hauraki District. How
much promotion can you do when
you’re trying to get grant money to
fund your own position? Why
doesn’t the Council just employ that
person to promote the towns.

It is being reduced by $59,000
in total. Explanation of
changes.
Some Councils do employ a
district promoter.

Believe that certain towns will miss
out if there’s a district promoter
covering all of the district.
Hauraki Rail Trail

What is the benefit of the Rail Trail
on the elderly people of Paeroa?
They don’t get income, they don’t
use it. The people benefitting is the
accommodation providers and the
eateries, they should be paying for
it.

Physical benefits.
Every dollar that is spent
generates $4. Flow on effect.

What does the ratepayer get out of
the rail trail?
Perhaps we should have user pays.
Economic benefits, physical
benefits. If the town goes into
recession then rates will go up, the
effect will be there, businesses close
(Lions).
Skatepark at railway
reserve

Not happy about upgrading this
(Grey Power). Need more parking
around the corner on Railway Street
rather than using SH2 for parking.
Need to be yellow lined all around
Station Road, Lions: Would it be
practical to move the fence out so
that there is no space for parking?
Youth – Positive Paeroa – this
skatepark is extremely busy and the
Lions BBQ utilised well.
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Yes can request NZTA to put
yellow lines around this area.

M2370287

Extending campervan
park at Marshall Street

Olga Street walkway
Paeroa Domain entrance
and gardens
Hutchinson Reserve

Karangahake toilets

Full basketball court would be great
as well as the skatepark upgrade.
Support for user pays. If you’re
going to extend it then you should
charge people for it.

Grey Power – how about using the
periodic detention people to tidy up.
Support this (Grey Power)

It is user pays and this more
than covers the cost of the
electricity etc used.
Then why is there a rates
increase associated with
this!?
Noted that this project will
require

Support this (Grey Power), but if it
was down to this or the Domain
then the Domain is more important.
General discussion that this could
consume a lot of money.
Concern about the environment.
Freedom camping by NZers, going
to the bathroom in the bush on the
Rail Trail when coming from Paeroa
– they can’t see the toilets in the
reserve because they’re not in line of
sight when coming toward the
tunnel. The hall entrance – we have
in the budget toilets near the hall in
current financial year 17/18. Should
have had a portaloo over the last
summer.
Is there any chance of a permanent
portaloo there until one is built?

Karangahake parking

Parking is an issue – right down to
River Road over Easter 2018. 8 cars
parked on the grass verge down that
far. Need more parking urgently.
Hazard having people on the roads,
namely Crown Hill, John Cotter
Road.
Pay and display – mixed feelings on
this. May not encourage people to
get out and about.
What about the old railway yard /
Cornes’ paddock? The Council has
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Cornes’ paddock is the
logical.
JT thinks we should do pay
and display in the carpark
there.
The Council continues to
work with DOC and NZTA to
remedy this issue.
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been looking at this with DOC and
waiting for this.

Karangahake speed limit

Maintaining our roads
(Grey power)

Pothole reporting

No objection from anyone regarding
this being an issue and no objection
voiced regarding the use of Cornes’
paddock.
Speed needs to be reduced.
Dangerous crossing area and it’s
surprising no one has been killed
crossing that road.
Roads a quite good, reckon you
could get away with it for another 5‐
10 years. Do not need to do increase
the investment. Identify the
problems when they’re small and fix
them when they’re small. Heavy
vehicles need to be banned from our
residential streets.
Issues with that people are not
reporting potholes (including
Council staff).
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Area near Talisman Café is
being assessed by NZTA as
being 60 kmph.
Noted that we have no
mandate to do this.

Noted that anyone can report
potholes.

151 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: I use my mothers ancient rusty, blunt, hand push mower to cut my small amount of lawn at 4 Margaret St,
Waihi. To mow the small berm infront of this property [under the oak tree] requires pushing the hand mower on a
steep slope. I was involved in a car accident towards the end of last year, badly bruised, and unable to lift the heavy
mower out of the shed. I can now lift it in and out with some difficulty, but manage it.
The Council tractor mower can mow this small berm area in about 2 or 3 quick licks. If he was doing Wrigley St and
Galbraith St, then could he please still do a pass-by on Margaret St? For me, I would be hugely grateful. A proper
mower can always do a better jpb than an ancient push hand mower!!!
Most people have decent lawn mowers that would easily handle their berms as well. I am one of the very few that
don't own a power mower , let alone be able to afford to buy one, or even be able to start it. There would be no room
in the tiny shed to house it either.
I do appreciate Council wants to keep costs down as much as possible. But could my place at 4 Margaret St that leads
down to Galbraith St still be included in berm mowing?
Many thanks,
Jill
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Go Waihi
I have heard that HDC wants to reduce the budget for Go Waihi. May this consideration please be re-considered
seriously?
Go Waihi is the tourist drawcard to Waihi to link people with many of the activities it provides for this town. The
hugely popular Warm up party for the Beach Hop attracts people from far and wide, and the town buzzes with
activity all day long. Go Waihi is involved in the heart of this town, Christmas parade, Goldfest activities, the autumn
Echo walking festival, and supports many individual group activities to promote Waihi.
This town is the hub for locals and tourists alike, to eat at the numerous good quality cafes, enjoy Waihi Beach, the
Gorge, the Train and many walks and activities that abound in this area, many of which are supported by Go Waihi,
including the lovely flags down the main street that are tough enough to survive the strong winds.
I would ask that Go Waihi's budget is increased, rather than decreased.
Without this support, Waihi would die. I believe that the huge input, cheery disposition, and willingness to help from
Brian Gentil, the present Go Waihi Co-ordinator, has been a large measure of why Waihi is on the map and people
flock here. Having lived in Waihi for over 25 years, I have seen this town change, and the great boost over the years
that Brian has been at the helm of Go Waihi. People and the work they do, needs to be appreciated.
We all know the expenses of life increase, but if you reduce funding for Go Waihi, then many of the great things they
have built up, may also have to be cut or reduced, and Waihi would suffer. Do we really want this town to go
backwards? I think not.
Thankyou for reading this and I hope you will seriously re-consider any drastic proposals you are considering. Please
build up and do not tear down what is good.
Jill Robertson,
Waihi
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152 John Kaczon - Pinnacles Civil
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Our business appreciates what GO Waihi does and think itâ€™s worth the funding theyâ€™re getting. We think they
do an excellent job of promoting the town of Waihi and a lot of the events that we are fortunate enough to have in
town (such as the Trolley Derby, Beach Hop Warm up Party, Christmas Parade etc) would not be as well run without
the effort they put into it. We would like to see their funding at least maintained, with consideration given to inflation
over the 10-year period.
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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153 Matthew Cooper - Sport Waikato
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Please refer to the emailed supporting document for further information - emailed to info@haurakidc.govt.nz
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: Please refer to the emailed supporting document for further information - emailed to info@haurakidc.govt.nz
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Please refer to the emailed supporting document for further information - emailed
to info@hauraki-dc.govt.nz
BERM MOWING Comments:
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments:
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Please refer to the emailed supporting document for further information - emailed to info@hauraki-dc.govt.nz
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FEEDBACK #153

Submission to the

HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL DRAFT 10 YEAR PLAN
2018/2028
Contact person: Matthew Cooper, CEO, Sport Waikato
E: matthewc@sportwaikato.org.nz P: 027 5450 005

Summary of Submission
This submission is made in response to the Hauraki District Council’s Draft Long Term Plan
2018/2028 designed with the vision of making Hauraki “A district that encourages vibrant
communities, provides a great lifestyle and fosters a positive climate for balanced, sustainable
development.”
1. Council’s Activities
▪ Sport Waikato are pleased to note that Council is maintaining its support for Recreation and
Leisure through a focus on support for sport and recreation services and the provision of parks
and open spaces
▪ We wish to thank the Hauraki District Council for their ongoing support for the programmes and
services that Sport Waikato provides in the district
▪ We are keen to ensure that Council continues to consult and engage with Sport Waikato and Sport
New Zealand, as lead agencies who support the provision of quality experiences in the sport and
recreation sector.

2. Summary of Feedback for Opportunities in Sport and Recreation
Sport Waikato have identified the following opportunities for the Council to consider when finalising
the 2018/2028 LTP:
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

That Sport Waikato continue to be funded to support the delivery of quality experiences in sport
and recreation in the Hauraki District via the contract for service and District Coordinator
delivery model. The value of this support is $82,827.41 plus GST in year one. This value will be
reviewed annually and adjusted according to CPI.
That Sport Waikato continue to be funded to lead the implementation of the Regional Sports
Facilities Plan. The proportional contribution of this regional programme is $4,470 plus GST with
the total regional budget valued at $100,000 across all local authorities.
Sport Waikato supports LTP proposals including activities at the Hugh Hayward and Kaiaua
Domains, Turua Walkway, Wharf Street Development, Railway Reserve Skate Park upgrade,
development of Hutchinson Reserve and improvements to the Waihi Events Centre.
Sport Waikato are grateful to Council for their partnership in the development of the Hauraki
Sports Plan. We recommend that when this project is complete Council adopt the plan as a guide
for facility development and service delivery in the future.
We also recommend that council continue to focus on the provision of Aquatics Facilities.
Including investment including upgrades and maintenance projects, along with continued
consultation with Thames Coromandel District Council around investment into a sub-regional
Aquatic Facility in Thames.
That Council continue to support the Social Fund to encourage community services, activities and
events with not for profit organisations.
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3. Overview of Feedback
3.1 District Coordinator
Sport Waikato’s District Coordinator team partner with Local Authorities across the greater Waikato
region. Our District Coordinators serve as a local connector, connecting the community to sport and
recreation and connecting the greater Sport Waikato team to the community. Our District
Coordinators have four high level KPI’s that focus their performance.
1. To grow participation in local communities to increase the number of individuals who meet the
physical activity guidelines
2. To work with deliverers of sport, recreation and physical activity to provide sustainable quality
experiences
3. To develop, maintain and grow quality stakeholder relationships
4. To promote and advocate for healthy active lifestyles
3.2 Regional Sports Facilities Plan
The Regional Sports Facilities Plan was established in 2014. Designed to guide the development of
facilities the community needs (versus wants) at a Regional and Sub Regional level, Sport Waikato is
the lead agency guiding the joint implementation of the plan. An initiative of the Mayoral Forum, with
partnership from all Local Authorities in the region, the Regional Sports Facilities Plan offers local
authorities the following key concepts:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Advocacy with funders and investors for facilities that reflect the principles of the plan
Provision of peer reviews for facility development concepts e.g. Feasibility Projects, Business Case
Assessments and Concept Designs
Assistance with investment negotiations in facility development and utilisation
Sharing of knowledge including resources specific to sports facilities and the sport sector
Partnering to optimise facility utilisation by way of fostering sport organisation relationships to
attract events and collaborative working
Advice and assistance in the development of “Community Hub” concept (co-location of
organisations in sport and in a broader context)
The provision of training opportunities and information sharing
Increasing regional understanding and management of facility utilisation data to understand
demand and enable informed decision making

3.3 Community Funding
Sport Waikato is familiar with Hauraki District Council’s Social Fund and the funds that are distributed
to Individuals and Clubs. The assistance provided to voluntary sports clubs and organisations and
individuals in the community is very much valued by the community. We support the continuation of
this concept, especially as Gaming and other Community Funds remain constrained.
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3.4 Long Term Plan Inclusions
In response to council’s long-term plan inclusions for sport and recreation Sport Waikato make the
following observations:
LTP included Project / Sport Waikato Response
Focus

Kaiaua Public Toilets

Sport Waikato supports the required improvements to the Kaiaua Public
Toilets. With the Rail Trail from Pūkorokoro/Miranda to Kopu open demand
on facilities has increased. Cycleways offer an opportunity to showcase
features of the district and opportunities for locals and tourists to be
physically active while also driving economic outcomes for the district.

Turua Walkway

Sport Waikato supports council’s proposal for the new Turua Walkway. Both
the safety of pedestrians and opportunities for locals and tourists to be
physically active will be increased through extension of the walkway.

Cycleway at Hugh
Hayward Domain

Wharf Street
Development

Upgrade Skate Park at
Railway Reserve

Sport Waikato supports council’s proposal for the local community provision
of a cycleway at Hugh Hayward Domain in Ngatea. The Waikato Cycle
strategy further supports increased provision of region wide cycleways.
Sport Waikato further supports council’s proposed develop of the streetscape
of Wharf Street in Paeroa. Improved pedestrian, kayak and boat access to
the town centre and the increased linkage to the Hauraki Rail Trail (located on
the bank of the Ohinemuri River) promote the features of the district and
opportunities for locals and tourists to be physically active while also driving
economic outcomes for the district.
Sport Waikato, supports the upgrade to the Skate Park and would offer the
opportunity to share information on other projects undertaken nationally to
ensure the updating of the skate park is suitable for bikes and scooters as well
as skateboards. A feasibility/business case will be needed to obtain external
funds for this project.

Develop Hutchinson
Reserve

Sport Waikato supports council’s proposal to develop Hutchinson Reserve in
Paeroa. Further development of an outdoor education bush reserve would
provide additional community benefit to both recreation and physical activity
in the local community.

Waihi Events Centre
Improvements

Sport Waikato supports council’s proposal to fund minor improvements to the
Waihi Events Centre including a new drinking fountain, security lighting and
new ventilation fans. Optimisation and sustainability of existing assets are key
principles of the Regional Sports Facilities Plan.

Hauraki Sports Plan

Sport Waikato recommend that Council adopt and endorse priority projects
identified in the Hauraki Sports Plan to support the long-term planning
process.

Aquatics Facilities

Sport Waikato supports council’s Aquatics Facilities including upgrades and
maintenance projects. We recently completed the Regional Aquatics Plan
which provides guidance to Councils across the region on the future provision
of Aquatics Facilities. The report highlights limitations in the broader network
for full year community access and reports an aged network. It identifies
consultation with Thames Coromandel District Council around investment
into a sub-regional Aquatic Facility in Thames will benefit the Hauraki
Community.
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4.

4. Background to the development of this submission
This submission focuses on how the Long-Term Plan will have an impact on community sport and
recreation for the community. In developing the above listed ‘Opportunities for Action’ we have taken
into consideration leading national and regional strategies for sport and recreation and the themes
and trends in the sport and recreation sector.
4.1 SPORT NEW ZEALAND’S COMMUNITY SPORT STRATEGY 2015-2020
Sport NZ is the Crown entity charged under the Sport and Recreation New Zealand Act 2002 with
promoting, encouraging, and supporting physical recreation and sport in New Zealand. Sport New
Zealand is dedicated to getting New Zealanders active, participating, and winning in sport and
recreation.
Sport New Zealand’s Community Sport Strategy 2015 – 2025 sets a clear direction and prioritises a
philosophy that is:
▪ Participant focused – to meet the needs and expectations of participants
▪ System led – building attributes that best impact participation
▪ Performance driven – seeking continuous improvement
The strategy targets three focus areas:
1. School aged Children – developing a love of sport at an early age is more likely to encourage lifelong participation.
2. Local Delivery (particularly in low participation communities) – improving the connectivity in local
communities with low or declining participation and where barriers exist to participation
3. Competitive Sport (including talent identification) – ensuring quality talent pathways exist for
participants

4.2 MOVING WAIKATO 2025
Moving Waikato 2025, is a regional partnered strategy for Sport, Recreation and Physical Activity. A
strategy with one vision “A healthy, vibrant, physically active and successful sporting region” and one
goal “To grow participation in sport, recreation and physical Activity”.
In 2007, 54% of the Waikato’s adult population met the Physical Activity Guidelines, 30 minutes of
moderate to vigorous physical activity, five times a week. By 2015, this figure was only 46%. Our
children are active, but not active enough. Moving Waikato 2025 brings together partners across
Education, Health, Local Authorities, Iwi and Sport to connect more of our people to opportunities to
be active, to grow the quality of sport and recreation experiences and to work together to achieve
results. Sport Waikato is the lead agency guiding the implementation of Moving Waikato 2025 and
monitoring achievement of outcomes.

4.3 SPORT WAIKATO
Sport Waikato is one of New Zealand’s 14 Regional Sports Trusts, with responsibility to lead and enable
sport and recreation in the greater Waikato region.
Our Vision is “Everyone out there and active”
Our mission is to “Inspire and enable the people of Waikato to be active and healthy for life”
Founded in 1986, our leadership, programmes and services aim to “help people to help themselves”
and our work is underpinned by strategic partners across local authorities, health, education, sport,
Iwi, commercial and philanthropic organisations and individuals.
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5. Themes and Trends in the Sport and Recreation Sector
There remain, a number of challenges facing the sport and recreation sector some offer partners the
opportunity to work together for synergy and improved outcomes, others require the sector to
change. Highlights of these themes and trends include:
5.1 ECONOMIC TRENDS
Our current economic environment means the sport and recreation sector is finding that securing
revenue from commercial sources remains challenging. This trend is likely to continue because of:
• a more demanding corporate sponsorship environment;
• reducing revenues from gaming trusts, on which many sport and recreation organisations rely;
• the impact of reduced gaming funds on community trust funding;
• the impact of the economic situation on the expenditure of individuals (leading to falling
memberships, a reluctance to increase membership fees, lower gate receipts and diminishing
broadcast rights); and
• pressure on local government to reduce debt and minimise rate increases.
Sport Waikato is working with partners to understand the funding environment, diversify income,
secure partnerships (lowering costs for all) and improving the financial security of our sector.
5.2 REMAINING VIABLE
In a rapidly changing and busy society with ever changing sporting preferences and many emerging
sports, there are many sport and recreation organisations facing a significant challenge for the future
viability and sustainability of their organisations. The tight economic environment places even more
pressure on these organisations.
Sport Waikato is supporting and encouraging sport and recreation providers to invest in building
management and governance capability, grow programmes to retain capable people, build robust
planning, value, recruit and retain skilled volunteers including coaches, officials and administrators.
5.3 MEETING THE NEEDS OF PARTICIPANTS
The sector continues to experience a shift in participation needs. We continue to witness a
participation versus membership focused motive in sport and recreation with great emphasis on
recreational pursuits. Sport and recreation providers increasingly must understand the behaviour that
drives participation, consumerism and comradery, individual challenge and achievement – less about
competition and sporting success.
Sport Waikato has increased it’s support and investment in Insights and Planning and working
alongside Sport New Zealand is working to support the sector to better understand participation
trends the value of sport and the voice of participant.
5.4 INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure to support the ever-growing seasons and codes wanting to share space and facilities
is under strain. Further to this, non-traditional sports and recreation activities have continued to grow
over the past years, placing additional pressure on organised sport and recreation to respond to
demands for a range of quality experiences.
Sport Waikato continues to support the investigation and development of Sporting Facility Hubs to
both reduce facility pressure and encourage service delivery collaboration.
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6. The Value of Sport
We recognise that the challenges facing the sport and recreation sector, are challenges common to
the community and that Council, need to make some hard choices about how to manage and allocate
scarce resources.
In making these choices, existing and ongoing investment in sport and recreation is considered to be
vital to the community because:
•
•
•
•

the benefits of retaining (or increasing) current levels of funding in sport and recreation to the
Council and the community, are long-term and intergenerational;
a fit and active community draws fewer resources from the Council and other associated
agencies;
investment and spending in areas like sport and recreation during economic recession can
contribute to the economic stimuli required – for example, through the construction of sports
facilities and hosting of regional, national and international events; and
Communities have consistently assigned a high value to sport and recreation.

It is against this background that Sport Waikato make this submission.
As part of this submission we would like to formally thank the Hauraki District Council for their ongoing partnership and the shared focus on ensuring that our region remains a great place to live. We
remain proud of our joint achievements across the region and the significant presence of the many
brands and connections that our organisation has.
Sport Waikato wish to be heard in support of this submission at a hearing.
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154 Jeff Goodhue ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: I believe our roads are not as bad as they are made out to be, People see these new express ways and
think all roads should be build to that level and you should be able to go fast on them. This is not the case with rural
roads, while locals may know the roads and even thou they have a 100kph speed limit they know 80-90kph is more
realistic. Visitors from out of town come along try doing 100 km crash and then blame it on the road. I would like to
see more of our rural roads have speed limits reduced and /or more signage advising that they are a slow rural road
not a motorway, rather than speeding millons of rates on road up grades for no good reason other than people
wanting to go faster.
With the restriction of 80kph in the karangahake gorge we are still seeing trucks roll over regularly, bring the limit
down to 70kph this would also save wear on the road wouldn't it? it's a scenic drive so shouldn't be taken fast.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: I think Library's need to be phased out with the new generation of people using the internet, spending
more money on them is a waste that will surely only benefit less and less people as time goes on. I would rather see
the money put towards faster and better fiber broadband for the rural community. I own a rural business between
Waihi and Waihi Beach and it's frustrating that I cant give customers and staff quicker information and better service
because of our slow broad band where as if I moved everything 4km's in either direction up the road I could do it so
much better. We have many rural business in the area because of the gold mine and farming area that are not likely
to see fiber broadband for quite sometime. Faster broadband would surely increase and grow their business. Getting
people easy and better access to technology and the internet must outweigh the need for a new book storage facility
this would also require less need for rate payer money to spent on customer service centre's with more and more
people doing things online.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: I fully support this project as the rail trail is a real benefit to our district. It brings lots of new visitors is
great for the whole family and we know that anyone getting out doing excersise is going to be healthier for it which
brings endless benmif
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: I think there are better things $1.5millon can be spent on rather than trying to stop speeding cars in
Ngateas main street.
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: The Paeroa domain is suitable for its uses as it is, I don't think it needs to be turn't
into a fancy garden space for visitors or locked away behind new gates. More gardens would require more money to
be maintained and only seen by those that could get past the new gates.
To do a skate park properly would require 24hr security with the vandalism that happens, I believe these areas are
just an area for local youths to hang out and are not really used for the proper purpose. The money would be better
spent on other sporting facilities that are used for proper purpose or have a club member base.
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Spending money on facilities that will benefit the rail trail is a good idea as it is used for proper use and attracts
visitors to our area who spend money which goes back into the people of our community and promotes fitness
activity.

BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: I think yes it should be as per the rest of district so it's fair.
An option of funding help for these areas that could be looked at that i'm not sure all ready is, is that the Gold Mine in
Waihi compensates some local residents who's property they mine under by way of paying for improvements to
there property. Does this also apply to council owned parks reserves/ berms that the mine mines underneath?

ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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155 Anonymous - DandS Farms
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Need to sort out the Bailey Bridge at Waitakaruru, so many crashes there, the surface is rubbish and it is
extremely dangerous turning right from Front Miranda rd onto St H 25... you cant see .... it was only meant to be
tempory back in????
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: We are high library users BUT Ngatea is only a small town and the library is also run in conjuntion with
Paeroa and Waihi... so it doesn't need to be any bigger
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Support it really does need upgrading BUT maybe make it user pays like some other towns have, to help
cover the yearly running costs
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: NO NO NO, Its only just had an upgrade, it does NOT NEED doing and there are FAR more important
issues that need addressing..... ABSOLUTELY definetly NOT. How about more services for those that live rurally e.g
recycling, rubbish, fixing stop banks where
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: needs footpath especially for kids walking to school
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Rates keep going up but us farmers are not making any more money, we are making less. Every day is a
struggle, there is just nothing left in the pot for increased rates. (and everyone else who has their hands out). The
council needs to really sit down, work out budgets and stick to them, like we do, and not if it looks like its going over
budget then pass on the costs to the rate payers!!!
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Stop banks stop banks stop banks!!!!
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M2370586

FEEDBACK #156

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community
event – KAIHERE




Rates rebates are not easy to get
Questioned the percentage of state highways in the district versus local roads
Questioned why the need for Geotech reports for clip tanks
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M2370587

FEEDBACK #157

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community
event – TURUA








The timing of the event doesn’t suit working people.
Hauraki Road / SH25 intersection – suggestion to install a round a bout to improve safety.
Speed of the traffic on Hauraki Road in the 50km zone is of concern. Suggested ‘traffic
calming’.
Seal on parking area outside the hall (side road) – attendees concerned that this was
previously sealed, and as a result of main street upgrade, this is now a dumping ground of
loose metal.
Completion of Main Street project – questioned when planting etc would be completed.
Speed of traffic on Piako Road in 50km zone is of concern. Needs some means of slowing
traffic down in this area.
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M2370589

FEEDBACK #158

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community
event – WAITAKARURU








Capital basis for rates is not fair.
Footpaths in Waitakaruru have vegetation growing over between the school and the bridge.
Better maintenance required for Waitakaruru village and entrances – suggested
beautification project.
Pedestrian crossing requested for Front Miranda Road outside the toilet as this is a high risk
area.
Questioned the refuse collection route via Back Miranda Road on collection day.
Quad bikes are used on Rail Trail for farm use.
Tourist buses using Waitakaruru hall to go to the toilet behind the building.
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M2370588

FEEDBACK #159

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community
event – KAIAUA











Toilets for the Rail Trail – why should residents pay for this.
Ngatea is a service town, not a retail destination.
LTP projects should be essential only – ‘want’ items should not be included, such as Wharf
Street, and Ngatea streetscape and library upgrade.
Questioned the reason behind roading/asset deterioration.
Rates affordability for low income households is an issue.
Questioned whether capital value is the best indicator of rates to pay? Some people on
fixed income have a property of rising value, but their income won’t be increasing to match
increasing rates.
Flood prone properties – capital value decrease?
Roading – coastal inundation. Concern within the community what is being done for when
roads go under water more often, addressing rising sea level.
Rail Trail terminus location – community interested to know where the Rail Trail will finish
up within Kaiaua.
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160 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: This is badly needed.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: It is close to the domain and playground which is good for families.
There is plenty of parking in the current space and access to/from is not difficult for the elderly.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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161 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: There is a definite need to improve our roads in the district.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: The space where the library is now is convenient in many ways - lots of safe, easy parking, close to other
community facilities. For those not able to drive a community initiative could be to provide transport to and from the
library on a particular day of the week from the medical centre as a possibility.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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162 Jon-Brian Parker - Kimberley Tool and Design (NZ Limited
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: reduce frequency through winter when the grass grows less
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I'm concerned about the reduction in fundint to the promotional organisations, go waihi and postive paeroa. Both
these organisations do a fanststic job. In the case of Go Waihi, as I'm based in Waihi the positive impact of the beach
hop, market days, trolley derbys and so on that the local retailers enjoy can't be overlooked.
As an industrial rate payer, we don't specifically get much out of these days, but our staff go. I'd like to see the
financial contribution maintained. It all adds to the tourism push that we need to have in this area.
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163 Gavin Laurich ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: The Library and service center are perfectly positioned with easy access and parking and no traffic issues
that that are a problem in the college area . Why would you move a service center to an area that is already busy and
has parking pressure when the existing site has none of these problems and has twice the amount of parking that the
new plan provides . To expand the library there is ample room in the existing building if you utilize the office space
that is currently rented out to commercial businesses ,not a council responsibility .The college and council are to quite
separate organizations and as such should be no blurring of boundary and funding . As to bringing sports bodies
together in a new building many of these organisation used to be based at the college and were pushed outwith loss
of past investment ,for example netball and tennis . Regardless of the option chosen the library and service center
should remain on the existing site
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: If it is a problem caused by the cycle way the upgrade needs to come from cycle way funds rate payers
should not have to pay or at least the cost needs to be shown as a cost of the cycle way
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: It is undemocratic to push more cost on to a portion of rate payers purely on capital value , high capital
value does not does not always eqaul high income and with many services are more accessible to urban users than
rural .
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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164 andrew kirk ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: to achieve a $12.50 per annum rate relief by reducing berm mowing the benefit is miniscule
A ) how many years would this saving be held for?? I suspect it would have disappeared in 5 years at the most.
B ) I would happily pay $12.50 per annum more in rates to achieve berm mowing around more of Waihi

ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: Have a standard basic charge for all services, covering 75% of costs then apply 25% on scale linked to
property value
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Re building fees, if the council is genuine in its desire to house families in safe, warm, dry housing, then the charges
should be the lowest possible, certainly below commercial building rates.
Iâ€™d suggest that given the current rates, they form a barrier to housing and some residents would actively work
against or around then to avoid a potentially crippling cost

GENERAL COMMENTS
Iâ€™d ask the council to examine their priorities, 3 examples come to mind,
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A ) Gilmore Park â€“ in installation of a second car park, I travel past this site 3 times a day going south and the same
going north. Aside from Anzac day and occasional boat races, it is empty every time I go past. Why it was created is
beyond me as it lies idle 6 days out of 7
B) In contrast to the pÃ©tanque/ Boules ground in Gilmore Park, the car park is positively swamped with over use.
Aside from a repository for leaves, and the occasional toilet for dogs, I have never seen it used, nor have any marks of
usage. Whoever was the architect for this complete waste of money should be viewed with a very very jaundiced eye.
C ) the recent installation of rubbish date collection signs, why??? If one misses 1 week, then the resident has to roll
over for 7 days or take the rubbish to the transfer station. The primary reason for a change of date is a holiday, and
people are intelligent enuff to work out a holiday will affect a rubbish pick up date.
Now some-one has to physically change the dates, a great not required job creation scheme. It smacks of creating
work for the sake of creating work.
Can I be advised of the salary bands, and the number of employees in each band, currently and in 2015
As overhead at 8% percent is the second biggest cost and no mention is made of how to reduce or offset this cost
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165 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: The roads have a reasonably good foundation and are of an adequate standard. I do think it is important
though for Council to be more vigilant or prudent in the selection of contractors undertaking any work. There are
numerous examples around the district where resurfacing work has completely failed and required patching within a
month of completion, which is a really poor management of resources. You pay for what you get.... Reinstatement of
previous position of on-staff inspection/workman who can inspect, clear culverts, undertake small repair jobs,
maintenance work as they come across it rather than waiting for something to become a big issue that requires
outside contractors, etc to repair things. Maintenance is always more efficient than trying to fix something that has
failed.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Neutral.
Allowing campers to use the reserve adjacent to the toilets has increased the demand for and usage of the toilets.
These are not a 'local' resource, but more in line with a tourism expenditure. It would be a good idea to explore
maximizing the po
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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166 Ria Brejaart ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Overall, and given the challenges the Council has to maintain the various roads (substrate, weather
events, changes in vehicle types and usage), I think the roads are generally in good condition.
Thanks for the detail on the issues and the options. I think it is a good idea to get back on track.
I would like Council to not over-invest, especially not in roads that are in flood-prone areas, without working
simultaneously on a climate change resiliency strategy. Long-term planning for coastal retreat and perhaps
relocating roads / new roads should guide the short term (I consider 10 years short term) spending.

ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: I really like the idea of a community space which will include the library (such as described in the
consultation document), I think it will enhance and enrich the community (and college). It would be good to know
more detail about this proposal / idea. I support it on the assumption that such a space will embrace both Te Ao Maori
and the pakeha world view; that it will cater for and encourage involvement by a wide cross section of the community
(cultural, socio-economic, age and gender); that it will be an inviting and safe space for everyone; that it will provide
options for various pursuits and services, including but not limited to: learning, art, discovery, hui, performance and
Council services. If this sounds like it is in line with the vision for such a space, I would fully support it.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: This is an interesting situation for Council (and Ratepayers). The area by the Boat Club in Kaiaua has
become a default (and free of charge) campground. The place looks pretty gruesome for much of summer. The
discussions on camping and the toilet block ar
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: I can go along with option 2, Ngatea already has a fairly wide road - I can't really comment on whether or
not there is a lot speeding in the 70 and 50 km zones. If there is, then for sure, slowing down traffic is a good idea.
TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: I support option 2, I think it is well-considered.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
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I am sorry, I have run out of time to read these in detail.
GENERAL COMMENTS
He tino mihi kia koutou,
Thanks for making yourselves available for Q and A about the spending, development and planning for the next 10
years.
I support the Council in considering the realities of climate change, rising sea level and increased frequency / intensity
of storm events - even in a 10-year plan - across the board, for all development. Future-proof any new structures; use
sustainable design criteria; materials that can be re-used, recycled; structures that than can be re-located.
I would like Council to lead the way in limiting light pollution in the District.
It is fairly simple to use lighting that is directed only to the areas where light is needed. Increase in housing,
businesses and infrastructure tends to result in a 'normative drift' - in places where people were very happy to live in
areas without street lights (and in many cases specifically chose to live in those areas), outside lighting tends to
become the norm. As a nation we are becoming obsessed with security lights, lighting pathways and even gardens ...
Please preserve the rural landscape - and the night skies that are part of this land-(sky)-scape.
If Council leads by using and promoting lighting that minimises unnecessary upward projection of light, perhaps we
can all follow that example.
Kia ora rawa atu, Ria Brejaart
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M2370591

FEEDBACK #167

2018 long term plan ‘drop in’ community event ‐ Paeroa
























Why was this event not held in the halls?
Paeroa skate park – believes this is currently an adequate facility, and there is no need to
increase the current size.
Main street of Paeroa is filthy, and the verandas are falling to bits.
Taylors reserve – grass is too long.
Requested that council mow berms in Paeroa ward.
Requested break down of the rates.
Staff that drives cars should get glasses as they can’t see the pot holes.
Sewer pipeline from Karangahake to Paeroa – wants to know if residents on River Road can
connect to this pipeline. Organise public meeting there to discuss. (Charlie Beach – 862
6963).
Not happy with the state of the roads.
Would rather investment in millennial reserve than Hutchinson reserve.
Would like installation of culverts in Raroa Road, also requires dead willow to be removed.
Removal of the roundabout in Paeroa, and questioned the costs of the consultants to design
and install roundabout. Bush at this roundabout obstructs his view.
Extension of the swimming pool season is great.
Queried library signage – where is it, its not easily located.
Paeroa roundabout is fantastic.
Suggested use of possum traps at the Paeroa water treatment plant area as these are
problematic.
Request to seal road on De Castro Street.
Mackay Street seating – need to install same seating on main street, as well as.
Questioned where is Hutchinson reserve.
175 Normanby Road – hole in the back of the property, keeps overflowing, however hasn’t
been sorted after complaints.
Building on corner of Normandy and Thorp street is derelict.
Farmer – questioned what he gets for the $30,000 paid in rates a year.
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M2370741

FEEDBACK #168
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M2371124

Subject:

LTP Submission

HDC has finite funds not infinite therefore I am concerned that expenditure on various items proposed in the
LTP are not consistent with prudent spending of ratepayer funds. These are pretty tough times for just about
everyone, money is tight and cost of living in all areas is on the increase. We cannot afford to be anything
but longsighted in expenditure. We cannot afford the following:
Hutchinsons Reserve upgrade.
My husband took me for a drive up Komata / Gobles Road to see the reserve. Access comprising of 7.5
kilometers from SH 26 is difficult for any competent driver. We noted a lot of money has already been
spent on fencing the Reserve. If done privately I stand corrected. If toilets are to be placed there, they
will require ongoing cleaning and maintenance. The road will need ongoing maintenance and the area is
known for slips and terrible winter road surfaces. I would like to know who are the likely users of this
reserve will be, if there has been any consideration of upkeep of the difficult winding single lane metal road
to the reserve, what purpose will it serve the wider public and why this reserve has not been brought to the
public attention via articles in local papers, I do not mean council pages either.
The District has many reserves of whatever categories they are deemed to belong which require upkeep to a
safe level. Most of these reserves are accessible for all the wider public not just a select few. Yet so many
of these reserves are remiss on health and safety and access issues. Taylor's Reserve which was also
donated to the District is a case in point. It is weed ridden and a fire risk, already having had one fire on its
hill top. It is not maintained by the council unless concerns are raised. A few of the attached home owners
do their best to keep some of it tidy. I am using this reserve as an example. I doubt it is the only
one. Primrose Hill has been in an untidy and unsafe single lane road access state for years.
As a ratepayer it is appreciated the Hutchinson Reserve was donated to the District. It is indeed a lovely
hillside piece of native bush and should remain so but at this juncture with very little money in the pot and
for the joy of a few who can and have the skillful driving ability to access it, any further development other
than what has currently happened is financially not on.
Paeroa Skate Park
The Paeroa Playground/Skate Park opposite Caltex is a wonderful asset for both local people and visitors. It
has been developed overtime as an excellent and safe playground and family space. The parking area needs
upgrading for parking and apart from that this playground aside from ongoing upkeep is more than
sufficient.
The skateboard area is well used and now very attractive and bright. All ages use it to their varying abilities
and from what I have seen cooperate very well in its use.
To spend $250,000 i.e. one quarter of a million dollars is mindboggling! Where on earth did this amount
come from? Why is this deemed necessary?
Once again no thought to who, over all, is going to benefit by this 'development'. Our swimming pools
could well do with this money!
This in my book is an absolute no no. Children and youth in this town have access to 2 very good public
playgrounds, school playgrounds and sport grounds. They have access as we all do to the bike trail as well
and a BMX track on Taylors Avenue.
Finally in laymen terms and perspective. When in very simple terms the equivalent of rates of over 100
households paid in one year are the equivalent of both the above then something is wrong somewhere.
1
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HDC Governance really needs to take a long hard look at current and ongoing expenditure from top to
bottom in all areas. Our rates are not a lolly bag for luxuries. We have people here living in extreme
hardship who directly and indirectly have to pay rates. And that limited income for the regions ratepayers is
only going to decline. We are not on a roll, we do not have money for frills and fancies and I would as a
ratepayer appreciate some sensible and thorough research made public before presenting what can only be
described abject foolish spending of public money.

2
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M2371115

Subject:

District Community Projects Assistance Fund LTP Submission

Each town in the district hold major events during the year. Those events are run by their own volunteer
organisations and many as trusts with limited input from HDC apart from supporting of road closures and
use of council facilities and staff and in recent times assisting with financial aid.
All these events bring people to the region and businesses in general gain by them directly and
indirectly. They also bring in finance for the various volunteers e.g schools, sports clubs and service clubs.
Each of these events struggle each year with adequate funding and are stressful to run as a result.
They are a vital part of our communities and no doubt have contributed to the popularity and growth of the
region.
As a ratepayer I do not see the sense in doubling up of the promotion of these events via town promotion
organisations as we currently have.
If the Town Promotion organisations are ostensibly for business encouragement and growth then perhaps the
businesses concerned could actively create business associations and promote their businesses through their
own committees at their cost.
If all the money spent on Town Promotion was to be put into a common pool (please correct me) such as
District Community Projects Assistance Fund and was fairly distributed amongst the major and minor events
which prove to be of value to the district would not this be more sensible?
I feel as a ratepayer that distribution via correct funding applications would be a fair and equitable way of
rate money spent in these areas. It would relieve stress on the organisations concerned and encourage
people to become part of the organisations.
There would have to be a demonstration of prudent running of these events as well.
We have various websites for these events which could well be reached via the HDC site. There is no need
to be constantly reinventing the wheel of technology. We have the HQ in William Street we do not need to
have 3 points of contact as well.
Thank you for your time reading this email.
Kind regards

1
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169 Warick Buchanan ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
We live in a busy and active community with also a large amount of passing traffic and larger population base living
within a couple hours of travel from the Hauraki District.
We need to look after what keeps Hauraki unique and the events that make us unique. With the busy lives we lead
and a growing community with growing needs I feel without targeting this need we will lose part of our identity. It
was not many years ago Paeroa was named the community of the year and we don't want to lose that drive or the
other Hauraki towns community sense of fund rasing and strength.
The events with in our communities need support from the council, we run the risk of losing these events and the
valuable contribution they return to the groups and organizations within our towns both financial and in pride. I think
this should be funded by the council and be funded independently from other roles within the council. The events
need time and leadership that most volunteers can not provide and one person to assist or lead the many events
could make all the difference to our community groups and clubs.
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Finding funds within our community is becoming more and more difficult for these groups and clubs but as we live so
close to the biggest population in New Zealand we have the opportunity to grow these events and the funds
generated from them. The cost to the council of supporting our events can return more money back to the
community than the council can provide directly to the groups and clubs.
We live in a great district with amazing people that I am sure other District Councils are envious of, please keep it that
way.
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170 Katherine Lucas - N/A
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Donâ€™t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: I am reluctant to see additional borrowing by council on behalf of the rate payers unless there is an
income stream available to the council, other than the ratepayers, to service that load.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: If the trust is not a for profit organisation I would suggest options 4 and 5. There doesn't seem to be any
qualification of what constitutes the Trust other than the wider public.

KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Would composting toilets, like the ones at Hahei be cheaper to build and in the long term cheaper to
maintain and service?
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: I believe that a full upgrade would be far preferable to a partial upgrade.
I also think that we need to be very careful of what are the purposes and aims of the upgrade.
Although this comment encompasses the wider works than just roading and curbing, I t
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Borrowing and on going costs need to be seriously considered. How many people
will these improvement service, i.e. I haven't seen any figures on how many people use the Olga Street walkway
BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: The berms are a result of historical town planning. I think it is a priviledge in Waihi that your house is not
close to the road and the maintaining of that intermediary space between roading and home is a benefit to the
residents which they could maintain.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: As Waihi is a town with a larger portion of older residents with a low incomes. I feel charging rates on
property value will punish those older retired people who at the end of their working life have purchased higher value
homes, although they have a limited income that will only diminish in purchasing ability in time.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
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I am not sure if this is the appropriate place to comment on a suggestion for a Fruit Tree Project within the Waihi
Boundary. It could be be part of the Victoria Park project.
I believe that useful fruiting trees should be planted on council land. I believe that if this were considered a
community project on public land, we could say commons, we would get action and support from various groups in
our Waihi Community.

If the trees were donated, and preferably grown, by members of our community the respect and care of those plants
would be more likely than a wholesale planting done by council. There are many people in the Herb Society, Garden
Groups, Woman's Division etc. who can not eat a peach without planting the stone, or trim back a fruit tree with
taking a cutting, so getting donations will be, I see, very easy. It would be fabulous to get the pre-schools to
participate and the pupils would grow up with the trees that they grew and planted. Of course these trees will need
to be a reasonable size and fairly sturdy before they were planted on site.
The mainstay of the project would be a tree carer who has volunteered to care for the tree. Its a simple, low work but
long term job. To enable this to continue through the years each tree would have a certificate and that certificate
would be passed on to each carer. The trees could be used as pruning workshop examples, as was told to me by a
'tree pruner'.
Although projects like this are often labelled as providing 'food for the poor', reaching many groups in our
community. Although the mainstays are apples, pears, plums, etc, why not plant szechuan pepper, lemon verbena so
the school cullinary class can harvest their own flavourings. Or edible natives such as the creeping or tree fushia.
Not only does a long term project like this simply provide fruit, it can bring diverse groups together. It provides a
continuum of care for a living asset for benefit for all in the community. It will in time also link us to our previous
generations.
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177

We need to talk campaign 2018
Summary of Facebook feedback
Tourism
In support



1 person would like to see Council partner with 4wd clubs to open and maintain tracks
1 person suggested turning Mackaytown Domain into a place for campervan parking and
Hauraki Rail Trail parking

Against



7 people think freedom campers should be charged a fee. Reasons for this include the
feeling it’s unfair residents pay for rubbish removal and freedom campers do not
3 people feel ratepayer funds should not be used to support tourism projects. Reasons given
include tourism supports local business but not ratepayers in general

Debt
Against borrowing more money



19 people think Council shouldn’t borrow money for projects. They would like to see Council
paying off more debt.
1 person would like to see HDC become NZ’s first debt free council.

Rates affordability
Unaffordable





1 person commented rates were too high for what is provided
5 people shared concern about rates becoming unaffordable for people on fixed incomes
and said they would not be able to afford proposed rate rises.
1 suggestion was made that Council should lobby central government for higher rates
rebates
7 people think we pay enough rates already and any improvements should come out of
current rates

Rubbish and recycling collection




1 person commented the transfer station hours are inconvenient for rural ratepayers
3 people would like to see soft plastic recycling bins in the district
10 people would like to see rubbish and recycling collection extended to more communities.
If this is not possible they suggest the possibility of providing rubbish/recycling areas in rural
townships.
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20 people would like to see more focus on recycling across the whole area

Nice to have projects vs must do projects
Overall must do projects


12 people commented basic necessities should be prioritised over anything else. Reasons
given include problems with sewerage and stormwater in Paeroa. Basic kerb and
channelling not installed in Ainslie road Paeroa

Wharf Street upgrade Paeroa
There is no clear preference here. People are split almost 50:50 on this proposal
Yes: 14 people want the upgrade to go ahead. Reasons include:






making the town more visually attractive will invite more people to come into the town
opening the town up to the River
Time to update and get in tune with the times
make it easier to enjoy the waterfront
wharf street and the old post office should be the main hub of town gatherings.

No: 15 people don’t want the upgrade to go ahead. Reasons include:






keeping it the same (part of its beauty)
footpaths need attention first
basic infrastructure such as stormwater and sewerage needs fixing first
Trashy shops should be upgraded
More parking is higher priority – getting business owners to park off the main st

Other comments:


2 people queried whether local businesses and the Hauraki Rail Trail should fund this

Waihi berm mowing
Overall, people support Council continuing to mow roadside berms in Waihi
Yes: 31 people want the council to continue to mow roadside berms. Reasons include:



The majority are concerned people won’t do it themselves and the town will look untidy if
Council stops doing it.
1 person is concerned she would be unable to manage it herself due to disability

No: 3 people would prefer people mow their own roadside berms. Reasons given include:



it’s healthy (a cardio workout)
reduction in rates.
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Skatepark extension


6 people support the skatepark extension project at Railway Reserve in Paeroa

Kaiaua Public toilets


1 person supports improving the public toilets at Kaiaua

Primrose Hill to Olga St improvement


5 people support this being tidied up by people doing community service rather than the
project being paid for by Council

Ngatea Library
Overall, people are supportive of Council and the Library staying in the same building either as it is,
or improved and modernised.



2 people support option 5
5 people support option 2. Reasons include:
o Options 5 is a waste of money but the present site of the council building could do
with a revamp and modernisation
o The proposed site for option 5 would be a traffic nightmare- the main street down
that end is already congested
o Improve the space you have
o Existing location has parking and plenty of room to expand
o Relocating a waste of money
o Shared ownership leads to more issues



4 people support option 1 – stick with the same. Reasons include:
o Nothing wrong with existing library or building

Ngatea Streetscape
Overall, people are supportive of leaving Ngatea main street as it is
No: 26 people support option 1. Reasons include:




Nothing wrong with the footpaths and parking – doesn’t need to be upgraded
10 people would rather money was put towards footpaths in Kaiaua
Look past Ngatea and provide services in rural communities such as Kopuarahi, Pipiroa,
Kaihere, Patetonga

Yes: 1 person supports the streetscape (didn’t say which option). Reasons include:


Could be a potential contractor

Roads
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6 people support tar sealing of Awaiti Canal Road
1 person commented the Bailey Bridge near Waitakaruru is a disgrace
1 person commented the roads in Hauraki Plains needed work
1 person said the following roads needed attention:
o The bridge over the H Drain on old Netherton Road
o Criterion Bridge potholes
o Inside corner by Shell Paeroa
o Flood barriers on Te Aroha Road
1 person commented Hauraki Road needed work
1 person commented Wharry Road Waihi needs sealing
1 person commented if we’d spent more money in the first place we wouldn’t be in this
position

Water



2 people would like Council to improve the taste of drinking water in Waihi
6 people would rather Council focus on cleaning up Piako River than spend money on `nice
to have’ Ngatea projects

Other







10 people would like footpaths in Kaiaua
5 people drew attention to multiple copies of our `We need to talk’ flyer being sent to one
household
1 person would like the Council to fix driveways that have been lifted or cracked by Council
sidewalk trees
1 person said council should fix flooding issues in Whiritoa
1 person would like a street light for Benner Drive on Kaihere Road
1 person would like to see projects supported that encourage community wellbeing.
Suggestions include a cycleway link from Ngatea to Paeroa and a cycleway around Ngatea
using land contributed by surrounding farmers. Native plantings
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Video 1 - Hey, we need to talk
Posted 23 March – 14,000 views. Boosted $100

Rebekah Dade Duffin Hayden Duffin
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Bebee Dawson How about charging freedom campers a fee. I pay to have rubbish removed they don't. That's a
start.
5
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Hauraki District Council Hi Bebee, thanks for your comment, it will be included in the feedback and taken
into consideration regarding our long term plan. More information about other issues we are facing is available
at https://weneedtotalk.hauraki-dc.govt.nz Have a look and let us know what you think ~ PaulaManage

Hauraki District Council – 2018-2028 Long Term Plan | Te…
WENEEDTOTALK.HAURAKI-DC.GOVT.NZ
1
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· Reply · Remove Preview · Commented on by Paula Trubshaw · 4w

Bebee Dawson Hauraki District Council thank you I will
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Write a reply...

Sue Watson Dave Cooper has a property at 7 Keepa Avenue. Using your example of a medium property
valuation the rates over the next ten years will increase from $2129.89 to $3342.01. That's an increase of
$1212.12 or 57%. That's a huge increase. So over the next ten years said property rates will increase by 5.7%
per year, not 4.4% which you state.
1
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Hauraki District Council Hi Sue,
Thanks for your query. There are a couple of reasons our totals differ. One is the compound effect. Basically the
4.4% average annual increase is calculated on the initial rates amount and also on the accumulated rates
amount.
For example, if you had $100 in the bank earning 10% interest you would have more than $200 at the end of ten
years because each year the total would increase by 10% of the new total i.e. $110 in the first year, $121 in the
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second year, $132.1 in the third year and so on… Following that logic, on the surface of it, the percentage
increase each year would appear to be more than 10%.
The other thing to take into account is that the 4.4% average has been worked out taking into account all
property valuations, not just the medium property valuation, so would not necessarily apply to the rates amount
or property you describe.
I hope this makes things clearer ~ Paula
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Sue Watson We calculated it at 6.5% for the first year and 4.4% for the remaining nine years which takes
account of the compounding effect. And on the medium example you gave the increase 5.7% per annum. Or
$1212.12 increase in ten years time. And that's a 57% lift in ten years.
2
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Write a reply...

Terri Casey Ruby Nevin
1
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Ruby Nevin Where's the one with you in it
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Terri Casey Ruby Nevin released in a few weeks
1
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Write a reply...
Steve Lesley Alsdorf I think u should stop spending ratepayer funding on subsiding private tourism business
like the one up the top of town that charges 25 bucks ahead as I understand it council giving them grants for
next few years that sucks the ratepayers could use that
2
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Hauraki District Council Hi Steve, if you're referring to the Waihi Gold Discovery Centre, the Council has not
agreed to subsidise this business or give it any grants over the next few years - although we still strongly support
its goals and objectives and wish its new owners ...See more
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View more replies

Dion Iremonger Can you explain how using Ratepayers funds to improve Tourism projects, which Will benefit
local business but NOT Ratepayers, is anywhere close to being a benefit to Ratepayers? As a Ratepayer, it
appears the only thing that happens for us is ongoing i... See more
7
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Hauraki District Council Hi Dion, happy to explain but I'm not sure which tourism projects you're referring to
- could you please be a bit more specific? Have a great weekend ~ Paula
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Heather Guptill Bringing tourism into the area also brings an increase in employment and the economy of the
area, and assists in the development of better infrastructure which in turn benefits the locals.
1
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Dion Iremonger Hauraki District Council Anything that is Tourism focused Paula. Simple really.
1
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Dion Iremonger Heather Guptill Having been here for 11 years I see little, if any, evidence of this actually
happening. Not talking about 'locals', talking about Ratepayers.
1
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Write a reply...
Beau Evan Pont If you have to borrow you shouldn't be doing it. Your loading ratepayers with debt without
consent. Don't become the next debt laden Council in the news headlines. Pay down the debt. Imagine what you
could do with all the money your now paying in interest. Suck it up, cut projects and pay off your loans.
12
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Bebee Dawson Like your opinion
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Write a reply...
Debra O'Neill How will u monitor the waste water charge.I live rural and have a septic tank as most that live
rural do.Not fair if it's included in our rates.Also we don't have a rubbish collection so have to pay to go to the
tip
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Hauraki District Council Hi Debra, thanks for your query, I'll look into this further and get back to you
Monday. Have a great weekend ~ Paula
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Not having a fair rating system isn’t kosher either the council can save money by stopping
overseas trips thé mayoral car . Plus funding developers and tourist operators who want to come here shouldn’t
come out of councils slush fund . If there are opportunities for growth it should be on the business tab not
ratepayers . There will be a profit in it for council that they will not spread out over rate payers .
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Hauraki District Council Hi Debra O'Neill, I’ve double checked this and can confirm that properties without
access to wastewater and rubbish collection services do not pay rates for these services. Also, there is no charge
to drop rubbish at our transfer stations if it is in one of our official rubbish bags. Regards ~ Paula
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Debra O'Neill Thats fine when it's open.The hrs are pathetic.If u live a fair distance away and need to go into
paeroa on a sat it makes no sense to have the tip openibg aftyer mid day when the shops bar Countdown are
closed.
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Write a reply...
Hauraki District Council Thanks everyone for your awesome comments. These will all be added to the
feedback to be considered before a decision is made on our ten year plan. Have a great weekend and keep `em
coming ~ Paula
🙂
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Dom Barnes How about a partnership with Four Wheel Drive Clubs to maintain access and improve tracks
rather than shutting them out and spending millions on cycle tracks?
We have a national governing body and club members are responsible users of the outdoors. Ple... See more
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Bruce Arthur What a joke the pc attitude. We need to talk then then we will screw you its about time
ratepayers stood up to this legel robbery ! And reminded the untouchables who pays there overrated wages !
1
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Like the dog ranger . In auck penny bright standing up against council now they going to
take her house which is worth more than rates owed . Does waihi have a council watchdog. ?
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Write a reply...
Steve Lesley Alsdorf Our comments are not going to be action I believe it just lip service as well
1
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Leanne Cox this is rotton all of it! this town is not up to scratch how can anyone look at buying here when they
see how high the rates are for what we get, its all backwards.
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Write a comment...

Video 2 – Projects in your patch
Posted 29 March – 15,000 views. Boosted $100

33 shares
Comments

Ruby Nevin Terri Casey is this your video?!
1
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Terri Casey One of them

👍🏻

1
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Ruby Nevin Terri Casey well done

💪🏽
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Write a reply...
Brandon Daley Jacob Daley
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Malcolm Mathers Western bay of plenty district council are doing exactly the same thing too......
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Karen Allen When you send a letter out stating that the rates we pay at the moment don't cover everything how
bout sending just one letter per household instead of one address to the husband and one to the wife. So 2 letters
per household.
🤔

🤔

🤔

11
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Brydon Prout Fair enough!
An email would suffice

👍🏽

😜
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Robyn Levet The council must be very careful not to price people like us out of Paeroa as we are on a very
fixed income.
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Same in waihi
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Tuhiao Williams Sam Te Moananui I’m not the only one who said this
1
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Hauraki District Council Hi Karen Allen, Pamela Taylor, Tuhiao Williams, Brydon Prout thanks for drawing
our attention to this. We have become aware of an issue with the mail out, where mail was sent to multiple
individuals at a single address, and also in some cases to people... See more
1
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Hauraki District Council Hi Robyn Levet and Steve Lesley Alsdorf, thanks for your comments, they will
included in the feedback to be considered before the final long term plan is adopted. If you would like to
comment further or read more information about this you can visit our website https://weneedtotalk.haurakidc.govt.nz or call into one of our offices to pick up a copy of our We need to talk booklet. Councillors will also
be out and about in local communities over the next few weeks. This schedule is also available on our website ~
PaulaManage
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Kendall N Rochelle Saxon

😂

i said the same - our household got 3!

1
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Write a reply...
Pamela Taylor Yes I agree
We had three for this address!!!
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Stephen Rea How about you supply us what we need ( water , rubbish collection , clean streets , ect ) and we
give you just enough of our hard earned money to cover the cost .
5
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The Coromandel Solid piece of work right there Hauraki District Council...
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Austine Frewin On your own website you havent even adjusted your map of waihi to take in the new street
names .. after all you made these changes no wonder people still get lost what 2 yrs on!!!!
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Hauraki District Council Thanks Austine for drawing our attention to this - my understanding was that they
had all been updated. If you let me know which page this is on I'll make sure it's corrected ~ Paula
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Tracy Jones Love to see soft recycling bins in our district but I know it requires buying some of the products
from love nz ( recycled plastic park benches bollards etc) to fast forward getting the service but It would be nice
knowing that less landfill for the Tirohia megadump from our district at least become Less and help with the
plastic prob.
3
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Hauraki District Council Hi Tracey, thanks for sharing your ideas. Your comments will be included in the
feedback for consideration before our final plans are adopted. If you’d like to read more or share more ideas you
can find more information on our website ...See moreManage
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We need to talk - Hauraki District Council Long Term Plan
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Marire Kuka #mekoorerongaatahitaatou
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Maryvonne Pyne Nicholson I’d like to know who to talk to about rocket park? It says in the paper the skate
bowl is getting ripped out as too expensive to resurface.... what a load of rubbish! What plan do you have for the
young people of waihi?
1
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Cherish Warren The skate bowl at the rocket park?? They can go to the bowl down Morgan park it’s perfectly
fine! Next issue...
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Cherish Warren There’s also a youth group the youngins can attend
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Maryvonne Pyne Nicholson The point is. Saying ripping it out will save money is a fabrication
1
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Hauraki District Council Hi Maryvonne, thanks for your query. We know the Rocket Park skate bowl has
some history in the town, and it definitely served its purpose in the past, but to bring it up to modern standards
really would be an enormous cost to ratepayers. In terms of plans for young people, the park is being revamped
and we will be asking for input on this from the community in the near future. If you private message us a
contact number I'll ask someone to give you a call about this when I get back to the office on Tuesday. Enjoy
your weekend, stunning weather today! Paula
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Burglary is on the rise my guess bored kids cause trouble
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Burglary is on the rise my guess bored kids cause trouble
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Hauraki District Council they said that about boat in playground in Thames and a lot of
people volunteered at their expense to fix it and got big fat no
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Minna Pavlik Do the council building upgrade in stages! Millions being spent on that!
1
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Hauraki District Council Hi Minna, thanks for sharing your ideas, I imagine it looks like we are spending
millions given all the scaffolding and activity going on! In reality we’re doing some quite boring and long
overdue maintenance work including:
• replacing the badly leaking roof, and external painting (we literally had buckets lined up in our offices to catch
all the water last winter).
• earthquake strengthening work in the interest of public safety and also because the building is officially a Civil
Defence Emergency Operating Centre that would be used as a base for coordinating response teams in an
emergency event
• Some interior renovation to create more office space within the existing structure of the building.
Due to the cost of hiring and putting up scaffolding etc… it is more cost-effective to do all this work at the same
time, than it would be to do it in stages. Having said that, other less urgent interior maintenance work including
replacing worn carpet, has been put on hold as you suggest to keep costs to a minimum. Overall, the investment
required for the entire project is approximately $1,076,000. Regards ~ Paula
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Kassie Sefton Hauraki District Council wow that is a lot of money!. Could get a whole new building or a few
houses for that!
2
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Or rate rebates
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Write a reply...
Kodi Pukeroa Hearty my man Clarke!
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Laszie Hura Eruera Tawhiti your the kaumaatua of Hauraki lol
2
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Eruera Tawhiti not even ow
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Write a reply...
Kassie Sefton Craig Sefton
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Linda Hall Needs to be responsible with recycling we have to pay 133.00 every 3 months for wheelie but n
...we are not supplied with recycle bins so all has to go in wheelie bin. It’s not good for environment!!
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Hauraki District Council Hi Linda,, thanks for sharing your ideas. Your comments will be included in the
feedback for consideration before our final plans are adopted. If you’d like to read more or share more ideas you
can find more information on our website https://weneedtotalk.hauraki-dc.govt.nz or pick up a copy of our `We
need to Talk’ booklet from any of our offices. Councillors will also be out and about in their communities over
the next few weeks. The schedule is available on our website. Have a great day ~ Paula Manage
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Linda Hall Hauraki District Council thanks Paula
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Bottom line is even if u talk a good game end result is u have under estimated all u
projects so u gonna tap rate payers . Maybe u could get govt to up the ante on the rebates .
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David Ogrady Dont you think we pay enough rates already
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf I was told y day by a small business owner that all the rates weren’t equal as we
understood them to be so it’s pretty unfair which ever way u look at it . Don’t think the council can’t expect
economic growth when we getting priced out of the market . Not the rate payers fault the councils investments
didn’t pay off get better advise u pay enough for it
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John Briggs Yes returned From Brisbane after 17 years there, Three Wheelie Bins supplied to each Home.
These Bins cleared weekly, cost $185-00 per Year on your Rates. VISY, Welcomes the Recycling Bin, as they
recycle all the Ali, for their Can Plant, Cardboard, Paper, for their Box division, and Plastic to be recycled. So I
Ask, Where Does New Zealand Get The Right To Call Itself "A Clean Green Enviroment".
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Hauraki District Council Thanks everyone for sharing your awesome comments.They will all be included in
the feedback for consideration before our ten year plan is adopted. Keep 'em coming ~ Paula
🙂
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf Of course they will pretty sure this is just lip service and the council will do what it wants
not what is needed it’s profit not people
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Emily Bjerring Chwesik Korbin Chwesik
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Ivone White Clean drinking water in Puriri.
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Dee Dee How about fixing the yucky water been living in waihi for nearly 4 years and it tastes like crap to the
point im with just water so my kids aint drinking the mildew water
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Colleen Renata Ive been waiting for years for yous to come and sort out the open drains where we are . We pay
heaps for rates and get bugger all services . Yous can talk but dont listen
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Ian Handcock Community wellbeing. Projects that enhance people’s view of their own life and encourage
people to take responsibility for their own wellbeing. Cycleway link Ngatea to Paeroa via cycle way. Purpose
build cycleway around Ngatea using the generous land contribution of surrounding farmers, plant the pathway
with natives.
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Marise Carey Sewage needs to be sorted once and for all in many parts of Paeroa. Also stormwater. These are
basics that should be working and should be number 1 priority over anything else.
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Helen Miller Fix the driveways of ratepayers who have had their driveway lifted and/or cracked by the
sidewalk trees. Yes, they look nice but they are wrecking private property
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Steve Lesley Alsdorf At least u have one no footpath no kerb and channeling never has been in my street on
one side of road
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Huntar Reta Mason Bennett jacob the tricky bugga
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Tony Ormsby Get the cuzzy ManeTahere on the council board for starters
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chur Hauraraki
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Bryanna Yeager Well I live rurally on the Hauraki Plans and pay rates. We don't even get our rubbish
collected, water, footpaths, sewage or street lights. It would be nice to have our rubbish collected. I feel like we
are the only road that doesn't!
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Kylie Urwin No not the only one. Our rubbish doesn't get collected. And yes we are rural but only 5kms from
where they do collect rubbish and recycling. Yes rural but not outback.
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Ericandlisa Wiggins We are rural as well. I agree with Bryanna Yeager. What do we get???
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Hauraki District Council Hi Bryanna, Kylie and Ericandlisa, the rates are worked out so that people only pay
for the services that are available to them. For example, owners of properties without access to wastewater and
rubbish collection services do not pay rates for these services. Those who own rural properties in the Hauraki
Plains are expected to contribute towards the drainage schemes in those areas but they don’t pay for urban
stormwater. Other things, that we all have access to, are paid for by everyone. This includes roads, libraries,
swimming pools and our parks and reserves ~ Paula
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Bryanna Yeager Okay great but why don't we get rubbish collection?
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Rochelle Strickland I was told Bryanna that because we don't live on a 50/70 km zoned rd we don't get rubbish
picked up. I've seen the rubbish bags on the roadside just out of Waitakaruru in a 100 km zoned rd. They must
get picked up cause they there nearly every week.
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Bryanna Yeager Do you get rubbish collection Rochelle Strickland?
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Maggie Purnell If roadside collection is not possible then how about a rubbish/recycling collection area in rural
townships? We currently pay for Smart to collect our rubbish and take recycling into town.
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Rochelle Strickland No we don't Bryanna
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Rochelle Strickland That's a great idea Maggie.

👍
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Beau Evan Pont Don't borrow for projects, how much of our rates already goes in servicing debt? Pay down
debt. Boring I know but it's the most prudent approach
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Karen Davies Grace Davies
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Ashley Joy Krystal Walton why you not in this video ?
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Krystal Walton Haha I wasn't available!
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Yvonne Middleton Great skate park. Pukekohe has only just got one last year. Great to be talking to the people.
WEll done council
:)
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Barry Parrish Turn Mackeytown domain into a place for campervan camping and rail trail parking.
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Muri Aroha Taranaki Limacher will be down your ways in a couple of days time beautiful Hauraki..Miranda,
Paeroa..then Waihi...do some bizzo...then back to beautiful...Pukekohe...after spending a few days...at these
places...lolzz..
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Post 1 – Waihi, to mow or not to mow?
Posted 5 April 2018 – Not boosted. Organic reach 2734 people
1 share
Comments

Sacha Urlich If you have a mower out it isn’t that hard to do the road side ...
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Hauraki District Council Thanks Sacha. We'll keep you updated on our page on what the Council decides after
considering all of this feedback. ~ Sarah
:)
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Alisha Paynter Mow
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Hauraki District Council Thanks for letting us know what you think, Alisha! We'll keep you updated on our
page on what the Council decides after considering all of this feedback.. ~ Sarah
:)
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Mary Carmine Mow. We are trying to promote our town as a tourist destination with some success. It needs to
be kept tidy and presentable. There is nothing proclaims a neglected scruffy town more than unkempt, verges
with long grass and daisies.
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Hauraki District Council Hi Mary - to clarify, we’d continue to mow our parks and reserves, council-owned
land and road berms bordering these sites. We’d also keep mowing the main routes such as Parry Palm Avenue,
Tauranga Road and Kenny Street as well as the road berms in thefollowing Waihi streets: Barry Road, Mataura
Road, Victoria Street, Queen Street, Galbraith Street, Canon Street, Wrigley Street.
Thanks for letting us know what you think! We'll keep you updated on our page on what the Council decides
after considering all of this feedback. ~ Sarah
:)
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Mary Carmine Thank you for clarifying that. However I still think it is not something to economise on. There
will always be some that will not mow their own verges and they need to be tidied upfrom time to time by
Council to keep our town looking good.
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